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Club Vita is the market leading independent longevity data utility, 

supporting pension funds, advisors, insurers & asset managers

Club Vita
Proper noun, [kluhb vee-tuh], \ˈkləb vē-tə\

1. Center of excellence for improving understanding of human longevity.

2. Community of organizations with a shared interest in longevity and belief that the ‘bigger’ 
the data, the lower the (statistical) noise.

3. Provider of longevity risk informatics to support pension funds’ good governance strategies 
and enable market innovation.   

.
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Quick recap/Key features/Vision

Today’s insurance market

• Bespoke private contract, 
typically between two parties

• Small group of risk takers with 
deep specialism 

• Long duration commitment 
(with penalties on early exit)

• Tracks named group of lives

Tomorrow’s capital market

• Standardised contracts 

• Larger pool of investors (eg
thematic hedge funds) 

• Penalty-free early exit (at 
prevailing market price)

• Tracks published proxy index

Illiquid Physical Liquid Synthetic
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Giving ILS mass appeal for longevity cedants 

More expensive 

(an illiquidity premium)

Help market 

sentiment to develop

Make secondary 

trading easier 

Current 

perceptions 

of ILS market 

Keys to 

unlocking

Short time horizon 

(c.10 years)

Better data 
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1.   Making secondary trading easier   
Achieving timely, reliable and relevant proxy indices
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The liquidity “battle”

Timely

Capital Markets Risk Cedants

Relevant Reliable
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Relevance (aka “basis risk”)

• Use small areas (postcodes) 

• Two dimensional (postcode and individual 
pension) for men

Whole market*

Individual Cedant

* Whole market liability split indicative
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Relevance (aka “basis risk”)

• Use small areas (postcodes) 

• Two dimensional (postcode and individual 
pension) for men

Trends vary by socio-economics

Life expectancies from age 65 for men and women. Based on Vita information as at 2018.
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Source: 

The Economist, The curious case of Britain’s missing nonagenarians

https://www.economist.com/britain/2016/12/17/the-curious-case-of-britains-missing-nonagenarians
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Reliability of national statistics

National population indices tend to rely on estimated populations and actual deaths

“Tracked group” 

lives and deaths

Census derived 

estimates for lives +

death certificates
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Achieving timely, relevant and reliant data

• Evaluated performance of three 
different life existence checking (LEC) 
service providers.

• Noted material improvements possible 
compared to existing service

• Non-invasive identification of deaths in 
advance of formal confirmation with 
pension plan updates

• Reduces lead time for robust insights 
from c. 18 months to c. 3 months
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“Speeding up our understanding…”

Monthly age standardised mortality based on monthly crude mortality rates. Standardised over age range of 65-95 and based on age profile of 

Club Vita data in 2012. Data enriched by monthly feeds from Life Existence Checking exercise – last check ran July 2021.

Provisional
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Seasonality and COVID

1st COVID wave 

doubled monthly 

mortality within pension 

plan annuitants

2nd COVID wave 

increased monthly 

mortality at peak by 

c.50% within pension 

plan annuitants.

Lower SEGs harder hit?

Monthly age standardised mortality based on monthly crude mortality rates. Standardised over age range of 65-95 and based on age profile of 

Club Vita data in 2012. Data enriched by monthly feeds from Life Existence Checking exercise – last check ran July 2021. Mortality sown 

relative to monthly mortality based on smooth progression of improving monthly mortality within each socio-economic group.

H3N2

H3N1H3N1

H3N2 H3N2



14Source: Club Vita graphics based on December 2020 version of SoA life tables by SIS decile as published on SoA website
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Growing awareness that “some are more equal 
than others” 
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Convergence, divergence, or moving in unison
Where are we going next?

2000-2011

• Convergence?

2011-2017

• Divergence

2020

• “1 in 100” event?

Relevant, reliable and now timely proxy indices can be created 

– how do we stimulate market sentiment?

Life expectancies from age 65 for men and women. Based on Vita information as at August 2021
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2.   Developing market sentiment
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Shorter term Longer term

Improved hygiene / 

reduced infectious disease deaths

Impaired health of 

survivors

Immunity of 

survivors

Delayed treatments eg cancer 

Changes to nursing homes

Second / multiple 

waves

New virus strain

Reduced air pollution

Long term financial 

impact
Weaker economy

Longer 

lives

Shorter 

lives

Hospital capacity

Health policy changes (e.g. obesity)

COVID legacy
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Accelerating biotechnology innovations

The mRNA vaccine revolution is just beginning | WIRED UK

2018

2021

mRNA vaccines — a new era in vaccinology | Nature Reviews Drug Discovery

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/mrna-vaccine-revolution-katalin-kariko
https://www.nature.com/articles/nrd.2017.243
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Investor pressure for health improvements
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Thematic health investment  

Maturing pipeline of 

biotechnology 

innovations 

Investor pressure to 

improve mid-life health

Legacy of COVID

Im
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By equipping a new breed of 

traders with the tools to express 

their longevity/mortality 

sentiment, longevity swaps can 

evolve into liquid and tradeable 

capital market instruments, 

providing a new investment 

opportunity.   

Enabling diversity of investor opinion

A longevity bull 

(also a mortality bear)

A longevity bear

(also a mortality bull)

Price
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Dashboard of leading longevity indicators 

Short Medium LongDuration:

Innovation

required:

Three 

phases:

Visibility

Observed 

mortality 1 2 Observed 

morbidity 

Future  

interventions 3

Quicker Translation Visibility
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In summary

New capabilities:

• Data process reengineered to 
deliver faster insights

• Developing new dashboard of 
leading longevity indicators

Why? 

• By making it easier for a larger pool 
of professional investors to take 
different thematic health views, we 
can increase appetite for longer 
durations and enable better pricing

We would love to hear your views



Thank you for your support

Douglas Anderson FIA CERA FSA 
Founder, Chief Visionary Officer
douglas.anderson@clubvita.net

For more longevity insights, 
please follow Club VitaAdd Steven

Steven Baxter FIA 
Chief Data Scientist

steven.baxter@clubvita.net


